2021 VNR Labs – “Resilience, Recovery, Hope”

6 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 1**: The VNR as a Town Hall: Best Practices in Engaging All Stakeholders
6 July, 0100-0200 PM  **VNR Lab 2**: SDG Synergies: Systemic approaches in reporting
7 July, 0100-0230 PM  **VNR Lab 3**: Inclusive sustainable development: youth, sport and the 2030 Agenda
8 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 4**: How data is guiding sustainable recovery from COVID-19 for achieving the SDGs
8 July, 0100-0230 PM  **VNR Lab 5**: Migration: Leveraging the potential of migration for achieving the SDGs
9 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 6**: Inclusiveness and innovation in the VNR process: lessons and best practices from the regions
9 July, 0100-0200 PM  **VNR Lab 7**: Getting it right: Key elements of VNR preparation and reporting
12 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 8**: Enhancing the dialogue between the Voluntary National Reviews (VNRs) and the Voluntary Local Reviews (VLRs)
12 July, 0100-0200 PM  **VNR Lab 9**: SDG advisory bodies and their role in national sustainable development policy cycles
13 July, 0730-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 10**: Investing in children: developing a child-sensitive VNR for an inclusive and sustainable recovery
13 July, 0100-0200 PM  **VNR Lab 11**: Anchoring the 2030 Agenda in national development plans and strategies
14 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 12**: Governance and policy integration in the context of the COVID-19 Pandemic
14 July, 0100-0200 PM  **VNR Lab 13**: National experience of the VNR Process – Uruguay
14 July, 0200-0300 PM  **VNR Lab 14**: Meaningful participation in times of crisis: Engagement of stakeholders for the preparation of VNRs
15 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 15**: Path to equal: New Measurement Framework on Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
15 July, 0200-0300 PM  **VNR Lab 16**: National experience of the VNR Process – Tunisia
16 July, 0800-0900 AM  **VNR Lab 17**: National experience of the VNR Process – Japan